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Owners 
Curvaceous Couture Bridal 
Collection  
 
Yukia Harris-Walker, Curvaceous Couture 
Bridal Collection Owner, struggled with her 
weight throughout childhood and into 
adulthood. When it came time to choose 
her own wedding dress, she encountered 
unexpected obstacles. Although armed 

with a generous budget, she soon realized the boutiques had little to no selection of plus sized gowns 
and was horrified at their attempts to stuff her voluptuous frame into a size 10 gown. After being 
“laughed out” of a salon for asking for a size 16 gown, Yukia grew increasingly weary and eventually 
settled on a lackluster dress found at a discount bridal sale. After hearing other full-figured brides 
horror stories, she and her sister Yuneisia decided enough was enough!! The fledgling Curvaceous 
Couture started in 2008 in their Dad’s basement and the rest is history! 
 
Located in the Baltimore-Washington metropolitan area, Curvaceous Couture Bridal Collection is the 
first designer bridal boutique to feature a complete collection of full-figured and one-of-a-kind 
wedding gowns from all over the world in sizes 16-44.  When the sisters decided to put their vision to 
the test at the annual New York Bridal Market Week, they were well-received by many designers and 
given positive feedback, which only reinforced what they already knew was lacking in the industry. 
 
Taking the bridal world by storm, the sisters’ success did not go unnoticed as they were approached 
by the cable channel TLC and given starring roles in their own reality show, “Curvy Brides”. Airing for 1 
season (13 episodes) all over the world, Curvaceous Couture immediately became a globally 
recognized brand and leader in the bridal community.  For a sneak peek at their show, click here: 
https://youtu.be/dBK2ktBlhQc  
 
Yukia Harris-Walker graduated from Hampton University in 1999, receiving a Bachelor of Arts in 
Graphic Design. With 10 years of experience in the bridal industry, she assisted in the designing and 
planning of numerous high-end weddings and social events in the Baltimore Washington area. 
 
Yuneisia’s academic background in communications has enabled her to excel in the area of sales and 
marketing. Her training and experience has served as a foundation in the sales analysis and business 
marketing for the company. 
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